
 

APR 2015 Special Events at BAMcinématek 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor for BAMcinématek and BAM Rose Cinemas. 

 
APR 7 at 7:30pm 
The Caribbean Film Series 

Damian Marcano’s GOD LOVES THE FIGHTER (2013) 
Q&A with Marcano 
With Muhammad Muwakil, Jamie-Lee Phillips, Lou Lyons, Abdi Waithe. 
Damian Marcano’s debut feature is an exploration of the gritty underworld of Trinidad’s capital, 
Port-of-Spain. Dispelling the prevailing perception of the city as a Carnival-centric paradise, 
Marcano’s depiction of lower-class strife has drawn comparisons to Brazil’s City of God and classic 
Jamaican cult crime hit The Harder They Come. Starring mostly first-time actors and featuring 
powerful visuals and a soca-filled soundtrack, “this film will raise some serious debates on the 
social, moral, and racial issues [in Trinidad]” (Trinidad & Tobago Guardian). Screening with God 
Loves the Fighter is Maharaki’s short film Vivre (2013), in which a precocious young boy 
considers what he wants to be when he grows up. 

 
APR 22 & 23 

MAD MEN AT THE MOVIES 
Matthew Weiner and Robert Morse in person! 
BAMcinématek bids farewell to Don Draper and company with a trio of movies that inspired 
Matthew Weiner, creator of AMC’s Mad Men. These three dark classics from a vanished New York 
City are awash in the boozy, retro-cool atmosphere that the series so magnificently recreates: 
David Swift’s How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (1967—Apr 22), starring 
Robert Morse (Mad Men’s Bertram Cooper) as a Manhattan window washer who zooms up the 
corporate ladder thanks to a Machiavellian self-help book; The Lost Weekend (1945—Apr 23), 
Billy Wilder’s gripping portrait of a would-be writer’s addiction to alcohol; and Edward Dmytryk’s 
Mirage (1965—Apr 23), a byzantine mystery oozing atomic-age paranoia and shadowy noir. Morse 
will appear in person for a Q&A following the screening of How to Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying; and Weiner will appear in person with the screenings of The Lost Weekend and 
Mirage. 
 

APR 24 at 9pm 

THE CHICAGO PARTY 
Free event at Berg’n! Music by Numero Group! 
For 23 straight Saturday nights in 1982, The Chicago Party variety show was broadcast on 
Chicago’s hometown UHF station WCIU, showcasing Spandex, Southside fly guys, tender 
tenderonies, magicians, contortionists, prismatic video gimmickry, and lip-synched singles by a 
rising regime of local post-disco casualties. Intrepid archival record label Numero Group has 
uncovered the footage, and in conjunction with the release of the box-set Ultra-High Frequencies: 
The Chicago Party, BAMcinématek partners with Berg’n—the Crown Heights beer hall created by 
the founders of Brooklyn Flea and Smorgasburg—to present a special screening celebrating this 
priceless time capsule of 80s nightlife. 
 
For press information, please contact  
Hannah Thomas at 718.724.8002 / hthomas@BAM.org 
Lisa Thomas at 718.724.8023 / lthomas@BAM.org




